Camry solara

Compared to newer, sportier coupes, the Toyota Camry Solara is beginning to show its age;
however, the competitively priced Solara convertible remains a good value for buyers who'd
rather have a roomy backseat than a retractable hardtop. Usually, the two-door variants within a
model line are flashier and sportier than their four-door counterparts. This was true of the
Toyota Camry Solara coupe and convertible right after they were redesigned back in Since then,
though, they've been upstaged by the Camry sedan, which grew more powerful in last year's
overhaul. The injustice continues into , as the Solara siblings stand pat while winds of change
swirl around them. Rival import-brand manufacturers have launched better-performing,
edgier-looking coupes, and relatively affordable hardtop convertibles are crowding into soft-top
Solara price territory. The Solara's diminishing appeal is due at least in part to its exterior
styling, which although curvy and sophisticated, has never come across as trendy or youthful.
This is particularly true when you look at the car from the back, as the rear deck appears to
droop on both the coupe and the convertible. Another issue is the car's lack of verve once
you're behind the wheel. The Solara coupe is fairly quick when equipped with the V6, but in the
heavier convertible the engine's modest low-end torque and the transmission's slow responses
noticeably detract from performance. And although handling is stable and predictable, the
Camry Solara is not the sort of car you'll revel in driving briskly, given its soft suspension and
minimal steering feedback. That said, consumers less concerned about style or performance
will undoubtedly see other merits to the Solara, particularly the convertible. Interior fit and finish
is best-in-class, and the mix of metallic and satin finishes interspersed with high-quality plastics
provides a distinctive, upscale appearance. Plus, the rear seat is quite spacious, making this
one of the few four-seat convertibles and coupes that can comfortably accommodate a pair of
adults in back. Compared to recently introduced hardtop entries like the Chrysler Sebring and
Pontiac G6, the Solara convertible is better built and more refined overall. Convertibles like the
Ford Mustang, Mitsubishi Eclipse Spyder and Volkswagen Eos offer more in the way of
personality, but none are as family-friendly as Toyota's drop top, and the VW gets fairly
expensive when fully equipped. Due to its high level of refinement and strong reputation for
quality and reliability, the convertible remains a good choice. The case for the coupe version of
the Toyota Camry Solara is less clear-cut, however. In addition to the usual alternatives like the
Mustang and Eclipse, the new Nissan Altima coupe and redesigned Honda Accord coupe have
raised the game among front-wheel-drive, midsize coupes. Not only are they as roomy and
practical as the Solara, they're entertaining to drive and stylish to boot. The Toyota Camry
Solara is available as a midsize coupe or convertible. The Solara coupe seats five, while the
convertible seats four and has a power-operated cloth top. Buyers have a choice of
four-cylinder or V6 power on each trim of the coupe, but the V6 is standard on all convertibles.
The base SE comes with inch alloy wheels, air-conditioning, full power accessories, cruise
control and a six-speaker stereo with an in-dash CD changer and auxiliary audio jack. The Sport
version adds firmer suspension tuning, inch wheels, an exterior body kit, xenon HID headlights,
a charcoal interior color scheme with additional metallic trim, unique gauges and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob. The high-line SLE drops the Sport's extra body
cladding and reverts to the SE's softer suspension settings, while adding a moonroof coupe
only , automatic climate control, wood-grain interior trim, a power driver seat, an upgraded JBL
audio system and Bluetooth connectivity. SLE V6 models come with leather upholstery and
heated front seats. Xenon headlights are optional on the SLE, and many of this model's
desirable features can be purchased as options on lower-line Solaras. The SLE alone is eligible
for a navigation system. The standard engine for the Toyota Camry Solara coupe is a 2. It can be
paired with a five-speed manual or five-speed automatic transmission, either of which drives the
front wheels. Optional on Solara coupes and standard on convertibles is a 3. A five-speed
automatic is standard with the V6. The EPA rates four-cylinder coupes at mpg in the city and 31
mpg on the highway. All Toyota Camry Solaras come standard with front-seat side airbags, a
tire-pressure monitor and antilock disc brakes. Full-length side curtain airbags are standard on
coupes. Stability and traction control are optional on all V6 models. In crash tests conducted by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Solara earned a perfect five stars for its
protection in frontal and side impacts. Notably, the IIHS used a Solara convertible rather than a
coupe in both crash tests, so the car did not have the benefit of side curtain airbags in the
side-impact test. Both engines are smooth and refined, but acceleration is nothing special, even
with the V6. The coupe, at least, feels reasonably spirited in six-cylinder form, but the engine's
lack of low-end torque is readily apparent in the heavier convertible. The five-speed automatic
doesn't help in this regard, as it tends to be indecisive and downshifts can be delayed and
harsh. On the positive side, the Camry Solara delivers a composed ride that's still quite
comfortable. The convertible is tuned more softly, but its relatively stiff structure is mostly free
of cowl shake a problem endemic to cars without a fixed roof. The added stiffness of the Sport

model provides a higher level of control around turns, but overall the Toyota Solara prioritizes
ride comfort well above sporting pursuits. All versions of the Toyota Camry Solara feature an
upscale interior design with bright metallic accents and exceptional build and materials quality.
Sport models get sharp-looking graphite accents, while top-of-the-line SLE versions add
rich-looking wood-grain trim. The front seats offer plenty of room for even the tallest drivers,
and while you wouldn't necessarily want to put four adults in the car for a road trip, the rear
seats are plenty roomy for an afternoon drive. Once you undo the latches, the Solara
convertible's power cloth top raises and lowers in just 10 seconds. This is quick but doesn't
include the amount of time you'll spend getting out of the car and attaching the fussy vinyl
tonneau cover. When not in use, the cover takes up space in the convertible's The Camry Solara
coupe has a This is my 2nd Solara convertible. I bought a brand new and got rid of it after a year
because I had an itch for a fancier car. Huge mistake. I just bought a used Solara SLE
convertible with only 2, miles on it and it is wonderful. It fits my 6'1 frame, drives beautifully and
is really the perfect car. It's not a Porsche or BMW or other high performance car. It is a smooth,
well-constructed piece of heaven. This is my first non BMW car in 10 years. This is also my first
Toyota ever. I am very surprised about the quality. Ride is a little noisy but it's a convertible.
Other that that I love this car, smooth ride and with the top down it is the most fun car I have
ever owned. Besides normal maintenance have not had a problem since the day I rolled it off the
lot, and I drive miles a day. Decided to go with Solara for reliablity and comfort. Also CarMax
gave me an excellent price for the car and color availability. Friends noticed that I was getting
more tan these days. Drives very smooth and silky. In white frost this is a real head turner - it
really is a Lexus with a Toyota badge. The styling makes a statement - this is one very striking
car to drive. With the top down and the boot cover on it draws observers and great comments.
The top does have a blind spot and the boot fills the trunk but I can live with those
inconveniences. The interior is roomy, all controls are of quality and this is clearly one very
premium car. Performance is excellent, the engine is quiet, and the transmission is really
seamless. Mileage is 25 MPG - not bad for luxury. What a wonderful ride! Write a review. See all
56 reviews. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Toyota Camry Solara and
all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Camry Solara 4. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Camry
Solara. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota
Camry Solara and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Camry Solara featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Toyota Camry Solara. Edmunds has deep data on
over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features
and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain,
and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating,
cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat
tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow
shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features,
exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Home Toyota Toyota Camry Solara. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Convertible's tonneau cover must be manually installed,

sleepy reflexes through the corners, automatic transmission's sluggish response. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Compared to newer,
sportier coupes, the Toyota Camry Solara is beginning to show its age; however, the
competitively priced Solara convertible remains a good value for buyers who'd rather have a
roomy backseat than a retractable hardtop. Sponsored cars related to the Camry Solara. Most
helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Second Solara. People who viewed this also viewed
4. The Edmunds experts tested the Camry Solara both on the road and at the track. You
probably care about Toyota Camry Solara fuel economy, so it's important to know that the
Camry Solara gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 25 mpg, depending on the configuration. What
about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind
that the Camry Solara has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine
whether the Toyota Camry Solara is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which
come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Camry Solara. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Camry Solara's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Toyota Camry Solara is a good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo
capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Camry Solara
is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing
team Learn more. If you're interested in the Toyota Camry Solara, the next question is, which
Camry Solara model is right for you? What do people think of the Toyota Camry Solara?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Toyota Camry Solara and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which
Toyota Camry Solaras are available in my area? Can't find a new Toyota Camry Solaras you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a
Toyota Camry Solara? Check out Toyota lease specials. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Save big this
month on well performing vehicles from us, here at Toyota Of Kingsport. Odometer is miles
below market average! For more information or to schedule a test drive please call Michelle The
sales person I dealt with is Justin delta he was very helpful and patience. An did what he could
to get me in the right vehicle. And he did I purchased a caddilac srx through the dealership and
proud to say thank you Justin and the sales team there at Cincinnati used auto sales. We also
have a Great Service Department that can help you save thousands of dollars in the future.
Before these vehicles are taken to auction, we offer them to the public at a great price. The
majority of these vehicles have over , miles. Please Call for availability. We are excited to offer
this Toyota Camry Solara. Go topless! This convertible is perfect way to open up more fun in
your daily commute or your weekend adventures. A Toyota with as few miles as this one is a
rare find. More information about the Toyota Camry Solara: Available as a coupe or convertible
and in three different model grades, the Solara can serve a wide range of needs spanning sporty

yet economical coupe to luxurious boulevard cruiser. The Solara has a very comfortable
interior, with real space for back-seat occupants, making it one of the most practical coupe or
convertible choices, the ride is smooth and refined, and with either engine, it's quite
fuel-efficient. Strengths of this model include ride comfort, fuel efficiency, Back-seat and trunk
space, and overall practicality. Salim Adil last month. Adil is very professional and caring
person. He made the process very easy for me to follow and my all experience was very goo! I
highly recommend him to anyone who is looking for a friendly and professional sales person.
We try and make the car buying process as easy and transparent as possible by offering
unbeatable wholesale prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We understand that we
do business a little differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and we hope
streamlining the process and cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not only let
you buy a quality vehicle at a fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but hopefully
also leave you with a great feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring you back for
years to come. Be sure to visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at iAutoOhio. It is
equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Visit us at
Call I came in to look at a used Jeep after speaking with the salesman I told him when I was
willing to pay, even said well let's see if they accept it and of course he said they did and they
would need an hour to complete the paperwork, so then after about two hours they needed me
to come back inn and once I was there he said okay yep you were approved my credit scores at
We have been Cleveland's leading Independent dealership for over 50 years. Every vehicle we
sell has been safety inspected and serviced and is ready for immediate delivery. If you are
interested in this vehicle, it is our suggestion that you contact us at your earliest convenience,
as we do turn our inventory very quickly. The best dealership I ever saw my life trust me thanks
everyone special Chris he is a wonderful guy also the manger the financial guy thanks all by
mohamed shirelle. Recent Arrival! Contact our Sales Managers via the inquiry form or give us a
call! Our upfront prices are the same online and on our lot. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here
is updated every 24 hours. MemberCar utilizes live market pricing that provides competitive
prices on all of our pre-owned vehicles to determine the fair retail Price on every car. We
promise that we handpick these quality vehicles and offer them to our customers at a
reasonable price. Most of our inventory comes from our Partner, Nico Buys Cars. We are
aggressively seeking the best deals in the market and willingly pass the savings onto our
customers. This means that you will always know our very best Price posted upfront on our
website. MemberCar is committed to providing the vehicles you want at the right Price. This live
market pricing will save you money and time as well. We do not set our prices high so that our
customers can play a negotiating game with us because we know that you don't want to waste
your time negotiating with us. Our low pricing strategy makes the car buying process for our
customers, hassle-free, and allows us to focus more on the experience. Here at MemberCar we
are committed to excellent customer service and making sure your experience is simple, fair,
and transparent. We achieve this live market pricing through over 30, pre-owned websites.
Because most car-buying research is done strictly online, we use this data to offer the most
competitive prices to create the best value for our customers. Purchased my car earlier this
week. Tyler the sales representative was very patient and helpful as well as professional. My
buying experience was very impressive. I look forward to buying another car in the future. This
fun and smooth car has a retractable soft top to enjoy the sun! Showing its clean, leather
interior, perfect for you to take home today! Dear customers, due to COVID pandemic we take
extra precautionary matters to protect your and our health. We added new daily routines like
sanitizing vehicles after each test drive as well as our office space periodically and after each
visit. We also added new e-purchase and delivery options. We now offer virtual test drives, live
video walk around and document signing via email. For our local customers we can bring the
vehicle and paperwork to your doorstep or low-cost shipping for out of town patrons. Inquire
with us for more details. We strongly recommend scheduling an appointment prior to visiting
our dealership as we may work flexible hours! Call or Text with questions or to schedule a test
drive appointment. Complete available inventory of quality vehicles can be found on our
website. Apply for credit from your mobile device or desktop computer. For your convenience,
secure credit application is on our website at On the spot Credit Union and Bank Financing with
competitive rates! Powered by a 3. This Front Wheel Drive offers nearly 26mpg on the open road
while showing off with shiny wheels, rear spoiler, fog lights, power-folding soft-top, and a sleek
stance. Inside our SLE, you will find the features you desire. Enjoy comfortable leather seating,
heated front seats, an outstanding audio system, power accessories, and more. Toyota comes
with airbags, ABS, and accident avoidance features to keep you and your passengers out of
harm's way. Print this page and call us Now We made an appointment with a salesperson, and
after arranging for a babysitter and getting there, she wasn't even in that day! Not to mention,

the car we wanted to see was already sold. Bummed they wasted my time. Frankfort Auto Haus
is a family owned dealership established since I personally buy and drive every vehicle I sell,
one of the reasons I have been in business over 40 years and have 's of happy customers.
Every vehicle I sell comes with a free car fax vehicle history report available on our website We
can arrange low cost financing and shipping to your door worldwide. Visit us today at s. La
Grange Road,Frankfort ,Il Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter
your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery
available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Convertible 56 Coupe Engine Details
Transmission Automatic 68 Manual 3. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6
cylinders 52 4 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal.
Dealer Review: The sales person I dealt with is Justin delta he was very helpful and patience.
Price Drop. New Listing. Dealer Review: I came in to look at a used Jeep after speaking with the
salesman I told him when I was willing to pay, even said well let's see if they accept it and of
course he said they did and they would need an hour to complete the paperwork, so then after
about two hours they needed me to come back inn and once I was there he said okay yep you
were approved my credit scores at Dealer Review: Purchased my car earlier this week. Title
issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 96 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is my 2nd Solara
convertible. I bought a brand new and got rid of it after a year because I had an itch for a fancier
car. Huge mistake. I just bought a used Solara SLE convertible with only 2, miles on it and it is
wonderful. It fits my 6'1 frame, drives beautifully and is really the perfect car. It's not a Porsche
or BMW or other high performance car. It is a smooth, well-constructed piece of heaven. Read
more. Read less. Learn more about the Toyota Camry Solara. The used Toyota Camry Solara
received an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about the Toyota Camry Solara, read
Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Toyota Camry Solara? Shoppers just like you
have rev
2002 nissan altima radio replacement
toyota sienna repair manuals
western snow plow trouble shooting
iewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the
best place to buy a used Toyota Camry Solara. Great news! Shopping at one of these
dealerships means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and
condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used Toyota Camry Solara.
Edmunds found 2 Great, 7 Fair, and 5 Good deals near you, so you can be sure to get the best
price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and
paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Toyota Camry Solara you're buying
doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for
determining how reliable a used Toyota Camry Solara will be. Out of consumer reviews of the
used Toyota Camry Solara available at Edmunds, 3 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those
reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up.

